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ABOUT SQUAREML
SquareML is a no-code machine learning platform designed to
empower healthcare professionals to harness the power of
advanced analytics without needing to write code. The platform
offers a user-friendly interface and a range of tools that allow
healthcare organizations to build, deploy, and manage machine
learning models with ease. 

Exciting News! SquareML's Website Upgrade is
Live.

Maximize Your 340B Program with SquareML
Analytics.

SquareML's machine learning platform provides
healthcare organizations with the tools they
need to analyze ADT data. 

SquareML's advanced image analysis
capabilities are enhancing diagnostic accuracy
and efficiency in radiology. 

SquareML is advancing IVF outcome prediction
by providing valuable insights into patient-
specific factors influencing success.

PARTNERSHIP HIGHLIGHTS
SquareML is excited to announce strategic partnerships with
Google for Startups and Microsoft's Founder's Hub. These
collaborations aim to support healthcare innovation and
accelerate the development of SquareML's no-code machine
learning platform.
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Improve Medication Adherence with
SquareML Analytics

How can SquareML Medication Compliance
Analysis (SQML MCA) tool help?

Provides crucial value-based care metrics,
including adherence dashboard for diabetes,
hypertension, statin and HIV. This will enable
gap closure, resulting in improved patient
outcomes and reducing total cost of care
improving quality ratings which can result in
better reimbursement and bonus from CMS.

Get Started Today: To learn more about how
SquareML can help you improve medication
adherence, visit our website or reach out to our
team for more information.

SquareML 340B Analytics
SquareML's advanced analytics provide significant

savings and effective management of the 340B Drug

Pricing Program. Enhance your program's

performance with our data-driven approach.

Data-Driven Insights: SquareML helps you

analyze your 340B data in-depth to identify

trends, track performance, and uncover

opportunities for improvement.

Maximize Savings: Analyze data to pinpoint

areas where you can enhance savings and

efficiency, allowing you to redirect resources to

patient care.

Learn More: Explore how SquareML's no-code

machine learning platform can support your 340B

program by visiting our website. 

Get in touch with us to know more!
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/squareml/

sales@squareml.ai
https://www.squareml.ai

Optimize Your IVF Program with Predictive
Analytics

SquareML's advanced analytics offer valuable
insights for enhancing the efficiency and success
of your In Vitro Fertilization (IVF) program.
Utilize data-driven approaches to improve
patient outcomes and streamline operations.

Visit our website to learn how SquareML's no-
code machine learning platform can enhance
your IVF program. 

How It Works:
Connect Your Data: Integrate your data with our
platform for seamless analysis.

1.

Generate Insights: Leverage pre-built models and
dashboards to visualize your data and gain
actionable insights.

2.

Take Action: Use the insights to make data-
driven decisions that optimize your programs.

3.

Team SquareML
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